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Friday 5th June 

Good Morning Boys and Girls! Hope you’re well and being good? 

What day of the week is it today? Sing our ‘Days of the week song’ 

What is the weather like today and is it different or the same as yesterday? 

 Don’t forget to watch today’s video too – ‘Where shall we go today?’ 

Phonics :                                    Oral Blending and Segmenting        
 
Like Wednesday’s phonics, use sound talk in your daily routine.  Model segmenting the 
sounds in a word whenever you can. It is great to just ‘throw into’ your normal daily 
routine whenever possible. This gives it context, and makes it as simple as possible for 
your child to understand. 
 
For example, you could say things like 
Can you pick up your c – u – p.  
Can you do up your z – i -  p. 
 
The children know what you are talking about, and so begin to understand that the sound 
talk is not just some abstract arrangement of sounds, but actually linked to the words they 
use and hear every day. 
 
Music:                                                        The Tree Song 
 
Our very own Mrs Sellers has another song for us to practise and learn. Not only that, but 
with actions to copy and join in with too! I hope you like this: 

 
 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJilQ8t_sCY 
 
 
 
 

 
Maybe you could get your grown up to video you singing and share this with Mrs Caden 
and Mrs Smith? 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vJilQ8t_sCY


 
Dough Disco:       
 
Have some fun at the dough disco with fantastic fine motor skills which aid pencil grip and 

cutting! Only a small ball of playdough in the palm of your hand is needed. Any music with 

a good beat is good but preschool class previously liked:  (played through twice will be 

sufficient time) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XejVB_fba04    OR    

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FY0ZBE41yhQ  

 First, here’s an idea of what it is. She may seem a little o.t.t. but the children love it. It’s 

not quite our own class version but your child will probably show you how we like to do it. 

They may even want to pretend that they’re the teacher and that you will be in their 

class!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-IfzeG1aC4                                               

 
Maths:                                                  Shape Patterns Game 
 
Repeating patterns are an important early mathematical skill that aids understanding. This 
game, in 3 levels, is a perfect combination of our learning this week about shapes and of 
methods of transport within our topic ‘Where shall we go today?’  
Start at level 1 and see which level you can get to without help. Good luck! 
 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-
sequencing/shape-patterns 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Storytime :                                           Rusty’s Train Ride 
 
Read, share and enjoy 2 steam train tales which have some 
mishaps along their journey :  
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NoPuQBbwij8 
 
Hope you like Mrs Caden’s video with some trains, the new 
station and boats & a ship at the marina during a journey in her little mini! 
    
 

Don’t forget to look for Mrs Suter’s storytime within our Home School learning for more 
stories ! 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FY0ZBE41yhQ%20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i-IfzeG1aC4
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/shape-patterns
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/shape-patterns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NoPuQBbwij8


 


